Light and Quiet Velomobiles with Foam Shell
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The question I often get is why Zote Foam? My vehicle design is based on the power that average people
can put out – not what the enthusiasts can deliver. I
know the market isn’t there just yet for average people so I applaud the efforts and interests of the enthusiasts for their support of a relative new industry
that is leading us into a much more ecological local
alternate transportation system..

have been using energy at a rate the Earth can not
sustain. Never has there been so many people
putting out so much green house gas to be able to
raise the temperature of the whole globe.
Back to composite shells; their interior noise is quite
high. Foam shells are very quiet – inside and out. I
get criticized sometime by silently passing someone
– it shocks them.

The power range for average people who would be
using the vehicle for local alternate transportation
is in the range of 75 to 120 watts. We all know what
weight does in acceleration and climbing. So it seems
to me the challenge is to make a light vehicle for
these people. Decent aerodynamics is also important.
There is no question that present commercial Velos
are beautifully built. Solid, shinny, slick, big canopies, tower suspensions, sealed drive trains etc. But
overall the vehicle is too car like. If you’re a small
person, or a woman, or old person (like me) you are
stuck having to put out extra power to deal with this
weight.
As light as composites may be the results are basically a bit too heavy for human powered vehicles for
average people. It’s not that composites are actually
heavy but it gives a certain freedom in its use. Foam
doesn’t allow certain forms. You can’t put any body
weight on foam, therefore operations like getting
in/out have to be done differently – generally resulting in a lighter vehicle. Canopies have to be smaller
otherwise they become too floppy.
One solution is to add an electric assist system. Yes
that does work, but at another increase in vehicle
weight particularly if assist power is high. High initial vehicle weight means the assist will be used more
continuously – which translates into more energy
storage needed (battery) which means the assist
weight cannot be low. Environmental issues are recycling costs at end of battery life, and electric power
generation/distribution in various parts of the world.
Here is a article about the E assists in China.
http://www.denverpost.com/nationworld/ci_12914468
Admittedly bikes and Vms are much lighter and more
energy efficient than a car, but the challenge I am
more interested in is to see how little overall energy
can be use to transport people around. We humans

Other mis-perceptions about foam shells. Too flimsy,
not enough crash protection.
I have had a few crashes over the years in foam shells
– mostly in streamliners (the shell on my VM is only
3 years old). Some crashes were black ice in winter at
night, rear wheel lock up, quick flat. On a high speed
crash the vehicle rolled 360 degrees. On none of these
crashes did I get hurt.
Also one day I was cruising along in a easy 20 mph,
32 kph in my streamliner, I quit pedaling to slow a
bit to make a 90 degree right turn. There were a few
9 year old boys playing near the intersection. I leaned
the bike over and decide to give them a thrill by coming close through the turn.
One of the boys thought I was going inside him so
he stepped directly in front of me. BLAM – I knocked
him down and the impact knocked me down. He got
up, I pulled myself out of the streamliner. The Foam
nose was collapsed in – like a crush zone. Neither of
us got hurt. I pushed the nose back out and rode off.
If this was a hard shell he would have been hit hard.
Another complaint; Foam surface is susceptible to
scratches, gouging, and are hard to repair. Yes these
are true. But how long does one keep a vehicle 5
years? Maybe 10 years? I got 10 years out of my Orange Foam Shell streamliner. I put stickers over the
damaged areas. There is something impressive about a
vehicle that has some hard won patina. An old vehicle
eventually becomes worn and needs replacement. Also
at the rate technology is advancing it may be worth
owning an upgrade. Also could it come to a point
where the shell costs could become low enough to
replace just it and not the vehicle under it? Could the
foam be ground up and reused to make a new shell?
But the biggest resistance to foam is the finish is not
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shiny. One of the most often asked question is what
can be put on the surface to make it more shinny and
even scratch resistance. Shinny seems to be a really
big one. If it doesn’t shine its not marketable. Many
will pay the price of a heavier and more expensive
vehicle to get shine. All these are sad comments on
what is important. In essence this is saying that the
vehicle is acting more like a status symbol and only
second as ecological transportation.
Zote foam is one of the first foams used and may not
be the ideal, but for now it has many of the requirements in making practical lightweight shells. Other
foams may appear once the concept of foam is accepted – foams that may be more ideal for production,
which could lower overall vehicle costs.

Foamshell Manual (on MARS web site which may not
be in existence very much longer so you might want
to copy and save the manual – its long and detailed)
http://www.recumbents.com/mars/pages/proj/tetz/
manual/0intro.html
Ultra Light Electric Assist (ULEA)
http://www.recumbents.com/mars/tetz/E-Assist.htm
Current Limiter Circuit
http://www.recumbents.com/mars/tetz/Current_Limiter_Circuit.htm

The following describe the philosophy and design of
the trike/foamshell

An additional fine tuning of the circuitry is Spike
suppression. It’s on the WISIL site
http://www.recumbents.com/home.asp?URL=wisil/
main.asp
Click on Projects, then Electric Hybrid Project Page,
Then click on Spike Reduction.
The above two articles are also on the WISILE site.

TrikeFoamshellVMseminar1
TrikeFoamshellVMseminar2

John Tetz
jgtetz@msn.com
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John Tetz: Trike Foamshell Velomobile 1
This article describes the design philosophy of a tadpole trike (two wheels in front, one drive wheel behind) with a foamshell wrapped around it. This design
represents one approach of many possibilities that are
out there.
The trike can be easily removed/installed (in about
10 minutes) from the shell and used unfaired, so you
have essentially two vehicles. I find I sometime use
the unfaired version for the milder part of the year
because it’s simpler (easier to get to the panniers, easier getting on/off, smaller vehicle to park). I use the
shell for the most part of the year specially when it
gets cold so I can ride through the winter to run my
errands. I also use one of my shelled vehicles at night
because of the additional visibility to the cars.

erance and attachment problem. A large canopy would
have to be made stronger, therefore heavy. On any
shell material, a large cutout would weaken the main
shell structure, and more so with foam.
The following drawing shows a partial side view of a
shell with a rider standing in front of and in back of
the cross tube. This is the type of canopy system I
have used for many years on all my streamliners. Note
the resulting increase in length of the canopy (dotted
lines) for the forward position.

Why foam? Mainly for extreme weight savings. Average healthy human power capability is limited to a
range of around 75 watts to a max of 150 watts, but
only for a short time at the 0.2 hp/150 watt range.
The challenge is to build a vehicle that works well in
combination with that power capability.
Most European velomobiles weigh about 70-80 lbs/35
kg and are beautifully made machines. But not all
of us need to pay in rider effort for that kind of elegance. A foamshell velomobile could weigh in the low
40 lb/18 kg range, and possibly less, which of course
translates into a difference in effort from the rider
when climbing hills, but felt especially during acceleration, and acceleration happens over and over again
during a ride. I can also make my vehicles lighter
because I weigh 158 pounds and my max power is 150
watts. No need to power a vehicle designed to carry
a 250 pound rider (advantage of building your own
until commercial companies accommodate smaller less
powerful people).
One of the first issues to be solved for a shelled vehicle is climbing in/out. Without a shell, the traditional way to climb onboard a tadpole trike is to stand
in front of the cross tube that supports the front
end, and lower yourself down onto the seat. But this
method is not practical when the vehicle has a shell
wrapped around it. Solving the in/out problem is one
of the major challenges with fully faired vehicles, and
particularly with foam.
Stepping in front of the cross tube means the canopy
or whatever opening is used has to be very long (or
a swing nose section which is floppy). Long canopy
surfaces having to match the main shell create a tol-

The first design requirement for this trike is that the
rider be able to climb in behind the cross tube. This
means there must be around 12 inches between the
cross tube and the leading edge of the seat. But the
seat cannot be moved rearward without moving the
center of gravity to the rear, causing the trike to be
very tippy on hard cornering. One inch back from a
standard position can cause a serious loss of cornering stability.
By the third cross tube version I built, I was able to
move the center section of the cross tube forward
enough to give the necessary foot room, yet leaving
the head tubes in their proper location. The cross
tube is made in three sections: an open V-shaped
main tube and two semi-vertical tubes which connect
to the head tubes. The critical distance from the seat
to the axles is about the same as on a traditional tadpole trike, thereby keeping the Cg in its proper location. Here is a top view (following page, top) looking
down the handlebar post (also shows seat-to-cross
tube clearance about 12 inches, 30.5 cm).
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Another way to maintain cornering stability is to
place the seat bottom as low as possible. This seat
bottom is 7 inches above the ground. This also works
well for the shell.

Without a shell, it is natural to get on/off in front of
the cross tube, but the handlebars have to be out of
the way, off to the side, therefore under seat handlebars. But when a vehicle is placed inside a shell, all
kinds of new problems have to be solved.

Another major design change is above seat handlebars.

Climbing in or out is where the above seat handlebars
work very well. The handlebars are used for balance
while lifting your right leg up over the edge of the
door cutout on the shell, then lifting your left leg in,
and lowering yourself to the seat, all while applying
the handlebar brakes so the vehicle doesn’t roll.
How do you lift yourself up off a seat that is so low to
the ground? Easy – grab the handlebars and pull yourself up. And again, use the handlebars for balance
when getting out.

Why above seat handlebars? How do you get in/out
of a shelled vehicle? A popular method is by using
the shell as support while lowering yourself into the
vehicle. That means the shell has to be strong enough
to support that much weight, therefore heavy. Foamshells cannot be leaned on, so another system is
needed.

Cross tube clearance: Once you are sitting on the
seat, getting your feet up and over the cross tube and
onto the pedals requires that your feet have to be
raised above the cross tube. So to reduce that height,
the cross tube is mounted below the main frame
tube. It’s quite difficult to use leg muscles to pull
your leg back and lift your leg over the cross tube
while sitting on a seat 7 inches above the ground
(because your leg is folded up). This is accomplished
by grabbing your ankle and momentarily pulling
back while lifting your leg. For me this has become a
quick, totally automatic reaction. And yes, a bulky,
less flexible body would take a bit longer to adjust.
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But the payback is in powering a 40 pound rather
than a 75 pound vehicle mile after mile.

remove the trike for riding unfaired and for maintenance. But another reason is to simplify fixing a rear
flat. The removable tail also reduces the length of the
vehicle so it can be stored or parked in a smaller area,
and be transported in a smaller car (like my Honda
Civic Wagon). One other reason is that Zotefoam
sheets are limited to 80 inch lengths.
On a unfaired trike, there are advantages to the
above seat handlebars:

How do you walk a trike in a shell if the handlebars are in the traditional under seat position down
low inside a shell? In my area there are some bridges
across which (by law) you have to walk your vehicle. Bending over far enough to steer under seat
handlebars and walk alongside a shell would be very
difficult. Trike shell widths are quite fat, meaning
the walker has to bend over further than a with bike
streamliner. With above seat handlebars, simply open
the canopy partially, reach in, push and steer with
one hand – and casually walk alongside. Joystick
vehicles can be steered OK, but you can’t push the
vehicle forward with the joystick, so another hand is
needed to push on the shell. Not as practical to do as
with foam.
In order for me to park directly in front of some
stores where I shop, I often have to lift the vehicle
over a 6 inch curb, and when I leave I need to turn
the vehicle around 180 degrees in a small space. You
can’t do this with under seat handlebars. But you can
grab the above seat handlebars with the left hand and
the seat vent hole at the back of the seat with the
right hand to lift the trike, another reason for foam
and a lightweight vehicle.
And finally, a foamshell needs upper support in the
area in front of the handlebars. I added an aluminum
tube running from the boom near the bottom bracket
to near the top of the handlebar post. A Y-support is
attached at the top of this bar near the handlebars.
The tail section of the shell can be removed. The
first reason is for getting the trike in/out of the shell
(after the front wheels are removed). The flexibility
of the foam allows the shell to be spread enough to

1) The arms are inline with the airflow, a more aerodynamic position. With under seat handle bars, the
arms are alongside the body, increasing the frontal
area by more than 6 inches. The effective frontal area
here is more than the physical width of the arms because the air has to go way around, also creating a
big drag wake behind. I easily out coast trikes with
arms along side their bodies. CdA measurements I
have made are 2.8 sqft, 0.26 sqm vs 3.4 sq ft, 0.3
sqm.
And another advantage which I realize is there
can be more rider cooling due to the airflow in the
armpit area, where there are quite a few blood vessels
and sweat glands.
2) Mirrors can be mounted on above seat handlebars
well within the forward field of view. Handlebar mirrors of course do not work in the shell, so shell mirrors are necessary, but these can be small because
they are close to your eyes and give a decent rear
view.
3) To pick up and carry the bare trike, grab the handlebar post half way down, tip the trike on its side,
and grab the frame behind the seat – a balanced
position. Tipping a trike is often necessary to get it
through narrow home doorways.
Are there any disadvantages to above seat handlebars? Yes, of course. If one of the front wheels drops
in a hole, the trike momentarily rotates, and so do
the handlebars. No big deal. But, say, the right wheel
goes down at the same time the left wheel goes up
over a bump. Then the handlebars rotate much harder
to the side. Going over railroad tracks is a trip, with
small but violent high speed vibrations. I lighten the
grip when going over railroad tracks. That is about
the worst it gets. Suspension reduces this vibration.
Another problem, generally with all above seat handlebars, is there is less clearance for knees for a wider
range of rider sizes. I have found that a reasonably
wide range of riders fit without knee interference.
With all the advantages of above seat handlebars, I
feel they are worth it.
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John Tetz: Trike Foamshell Velomobile 2
Another design change I made from the traditional
tadpole trike was to raise the bottom bracket height
so the heels can clear the bottom of the shell. The
shell ground clearance is dictated by the lowest part
of the trike frame. The holes for the feet are behind
the cross tube further back from the nose. This helps
maintain cleaner airflow along a longer distance. The
airflow might even be laminar for a part of that distance because of the shape.
I like a BB to seat height of about 9 inches, 23 cm so
most of my vehicles have this ratio. My leg muscles
don’t have the readjust going from one vehicle to the
next.
In order to see over the top of my toes, the seat back
is around 45 degrees (which I happen to like for
a road vehicle – gives the ability to turn your head
around to check for traffic).
The tie rods are in front of the king pins, rather than
in the more normal rear position (except for Greenspeeds). This is to get the tie rods away from your
feet when climbing on/off. My thanks to Peter Eland;
I would not have been able to find this position without his trike steering spreadsheets:
www.eland.org.uk/steering.html
Front suspension: I eventually developed a compact
head tube suspension system. The ride was simply too
rough without it since a trike is bound to hit more
bumps and holes than a bike. Because the foamshell is
not as stiff as a composite shell, it jiggled annoyingly
left and right over bumps (no such left/right jiggle
problems on a bike streamliner). Without the shell,
the ride didn’t seem as rough, but inside the shell
the jiggle gave the perception the ride was rougher.
Because most of a trike frame is low, the upper shell
support system is less stiff, which aggravates the jiggle problem.

As you can see in the photo, the head tube is a bit
larger in diameter so a spring can fit inside. The internal parts layout consists of a lower bronze bushing, allowing the kingpin to slide up and down, plus
turn. At the top there is a ball bearing with a center
bronze bushing, allowing the kingpin to turn and
slide. A ball bearing takes the vertical suspension load
of the vehicle plus a bit of the side load from the angled head tube. At this high load position the bearing
reduces steering stiction more than a simple bushing
would, so that smooth micro-steering corrections can
be made.
On rare occasions the system bottoms out on very
deep holes, so I use a small external rubber bumper.
A smaller diameter spring can also be placed inside
the larger main spring. This spring can be used for
heavier riders.
There is no damping. Between the small suspension movement of 0.9 inches, 23 mm, plus the drag
on the bronze bushings, I have not experienced any
wheel hopping. This is a relatively lightweight suspension – it adds just over 1 pound, .45 kg, total for
the pair over a non-suspended head tube system.
You will also note in the photo that the tie rods are
below the center of the main frame and go up to the
king pin steering arms at an angle. This turns out to
be ideal in the fact that they are completely out of
the way when the rider is getting on or off the trike.
But the main reason for this important tie rod angle
is to reduce toe changes vs suspension movement.
A more vertical head tube would be ideal. This would
reduce the amount of horizontal wheel movement
during suspension travel. But because the disc brake
rotor would come close to running into the head
tube at maximum suspension compression, this is
the steepest that the head tube can be. Drum brakes
would allow a steeper angle. The head tube angle also
has to be steep enough for the rider’s legs clear the
top edge of the head tubes (which are a bit higher
than regular head tubes), otherwise the track width
would have to be increased. I wouldn’t want to go
wider because at 29 inches, 74 cm, max width at the
wheel hub centers, the trike clears most doorways (In
the US). Present track is 27.5 inches 755 cm.
All the effort to design and build this head tube suspension pays off – it works very well. The ride is
noticeably plusher. It takes out those hard hits, plus
it reduces the side-to-side trike rotation when indi-
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vidual wheels hit bumps or holes. With these changes
I’m pleasantly amazed that the handlebars do not
vibrate across bumps such as railroad tracks anymore.
I find I have stopped spending time looking carefully
at the road surfaces in an attempt to minimize the
road shocks (what a relief). Suspension is definitely
worth the extra 1 pound.

ers. There is no damping here and less swing arm
bearing drag, so on some occasions the rear wheel
can momentarily hop just a bit. I’m not sure what to
do about this – might have to investigate a different
suspension design. I hate to keep adding a pound
here and a pound there; it easily adds up to a heavy
vehicle.

Having fat tires and running them softer helps take
out the high frequency vibrations over marbled road
surfaces, yet the Crr doesn’t climb enough to be a big
problem:
I find that measured rolling resistance of fat tires
to be as low, and quite often lower, than some narrow
tires. Narrow tires have to be run at higher pressure,
which means a harsher ride even with suspension.
Tire loads when cornering are very high on trikes,
another reason for fat tires. They seem to complain
less than the narrow tires, and are also less prone to
pinch flats.

Yet this suspension unit does a reasonably good job
of taking out the hard hits, hits that would otherwise
go directly into the back of the hardshell seat, and
therefore into the rider. Most uncomfortable. This
particular layout allows a structural support (carbon
rod) to a lightweight (all-carbon) luggage rack, to
which the tail of the shell is attached, so the rack
stability is quite important. And yes, I do get a bit of
pogo suspension movement at very high pedal pressures, which my body doesn’t allow me to do very
long – minimized by round pedaling.

However this type of suspension does have its own
quirks. If the wheels are not rotating, such as when
getting off the vehicle, the suspension doesn’t slide
until the rider’s weight is off (so the wheels can move
outward). This results in a surge of frame motion
of around 0.4 inch. With the wheels rotating, the
suspension and tires can easily move in or outward
smoothly without that surge. The amount of horizontal movement (+/- 3/16 inch max suspension movement) does not seem to affect Crr noticeably, but I
have not made rough road Crr measurements to verify
this. This vehicle does roll right along – it out-coasts
the few commercial trikes I have compared it to – but
this is partially due to the straight-out arm position.
The shell and the vehicle has to be designed together.
All of the above design requirements for the trike
have to be considered simultaneously along with
the design considerations of the shell – challenging
compromises. The shape was chosen for a low CdA.
Many of my errands require going some distance, so
reduced rider effort and decent speed are two of the
requirements high on the list. This results in a smaller
tail cargo area than on other velomobiles. However
this satisfies my cargo needs. Total vehicle weight is
a bit over 40 pounds (trike 33 pounds, shell about 7
pounds). CdA is around 1.2 sq ft 0.11 sqm.
See my Zotefoam Manual on how to fabricate the
shell; all new techniques were developed, using only a
male mold:
www.recumbents.com/mars/pages/proj/tetz/manual/
0intro.html
I built a lightweight small movement (1 inch , 2.54
cm) rear wheel suspension unit with rubber bump-

The basic foil shape (top view) is dictated mostly by
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the length of the nose to the wheels at the hubs, the
widest part of the shell, then a slow contraction to the
riders shoulder clearance, and finally, a straight rate
of contraction to the end of the tail. The tail is cut off
to house a taillight and reflector material, and also
to reduce overall length for parking and transporting
– and a small reduction in weight. However, less tail
area I believe aggravates crosswind instability. The
popular feeling is the tail area should balance the nose
area, which is hard to do with a long nose (wheels far
back from the nose) so to compensate, the turtle deck
is quite high in an attempt to gain a little balance.
Side view: The toe/heel clearances and location of
the trike within the shell have a large influence on
the shape of the nose. The top view nose length affects the shape and rate of upsweep to clear the toes/
heels. A compromise has to be made between the top
view and side view nose shapes. The side view is surprisingly close to my VFS/Vacuum Foamshell with its
upswept nose (its front wheel is further forward and
totally inside the shell):

Mounting points are also similar to my streamliners
– a Y-connection to hold the area forward of the canopy up and out, attached to the tube from the handlebar to the boom. In addition a carbon tube from
the bottom bracket to a contact point on the inside
of the nose on the fiberglass nose, (explained in my
Zotefoam Manual under the Mold section). There are
two upper connections at the top of the back of the
seat and a tail support at the end of the luggage rack.
Also the bottom attached to the main frame in the
foot hole area and along the bottom of the frame with
Velcro. There is a carbon tube going from the head
tubes up to the spray shields. These help prevent
left/right movement of the shell in the area of the
cutout for the wheels.

www.recumbents.com/mars/pages/proj/tetz/VFS/projtetzVFS12finished.html
www.recumbents.com/mars/pages/proj/tetz/VFS/projtetzVFS00intro.html
This upswept nose has been used on many vehicles,
including Varnas, super-mileage vehicles, solar cars,
and others. The theory is that the space between the
shell bottom and ground forms a slot which accelerates the air, creating negative lift. Any lift is induced
drag. And the much flatter bottom area of a trike
shell aggravates this effect. The lift from an upswept
nose can help cancel that negative lift. This shaped
nose may also pull some of the turbulence out from
under the bottom of the shell. Maintaining smooth
flow along the bottom of the nose area helps keep the
buildup of turbulence smaller for a longer distance
(my foot holes are further back, in front of the seat,
which helps keep the bottom air cleaner longer).
Because of the larger shell width up front, pedal Q
is not an issue.

It takes about 10 minutes to get the trike in/out of
the foamshell. The front wheels need to be removed (I
have outside removable axles).
Here is a view with the inner wheel spats. They are
made from thin HD 80 Zote foam and are held on with
Velcro.

I have chosen an open cockpit so the rider can hear
traffic easily. This also makes the shell lighter, with
the added benefit of less fogging of the windshield.
The windshield is narrow enough I can see around it.
If conditions are tough I can easily lower the windshield on the fly when it fogs and when it is hot.
I often flip open the canopy when climbing a long hill
to get more cooling air. The very light small canopy
simply hangs off the side of the shell, no restraints
needed.
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Horizontal bottom bracket: To accommodate different size riders, I built a BB that can be adjusted
horizontally. With a standard BB mounted on the end
of an angled boom, any adjustment affects toe or heel
clearances in the nose of the shell, where the clearances to the shell are closing in fast.

shape without distortion. If left on the floor, it will
expand in width and eventually take on a set. The
tail and turtledeck are stored inside the shell. The dimensions for storage and shipping are 80 inches/203
cm long, 28 inches/71 cm high, and 27 inches/27 cm
wide.
Construction time line of the overall project: Drawings made in the winter 2004. Started to build the
trike in 5/04; this is my first trike and I had lots to
learn (much more than a bike). The first version was
on the road in 8/04. Trike version changes 2, 3 and
4 up to 1/05. Started the mold construction in 1/05;
shell on the road in 3/05. Continued trike version
changes 5 and 6. No real changes to 09.

It consists of a square aluminum tube that slides
inside a U-shaped clamp. The adjustment can be
reached by the rider leaning forward on the seat. This
adds another pound to the vehicle.

Future projects: Forward/back seat adjustability
(presently the shell is attached to the seat back,
which makes moving the seat for different size riders
essentially impractical). I did add 2 NACA hand vents
(already have a removable nose vent), and a retractable 3 watt LED night lighting system mounted high
on the nose of the shell. I also added a lightweight 5
pound, 2.3 kg 100-watt electric uphill assist for local
use.
		
				

The best method of storing the shell when using the
trike unfaired is to suspend it as it was hung while
building it. That way the shell will take on a normal
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